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國立臺中教育大學 102 學年度教師專業碩士學位學程招生考試 

英文試題 

I. Vocabulary (20%) 

1、The thick morning fog led to a fifteen-car _____ on the highway during rush hour 

yesterday. 

○A  pile-up  ○B  hold-up  ○C  make-up  ○D  check-up 

2、Taipei 101 in Taipei has joined the Statue of Liberty in New York and Eiffel 

Tower in Paris to be a worldwide famous _____. 

○A  landmark    ○B  format    ○C  symbol    ○D  trademark 

3、It took the search and _____ crew three days before they finally found the five 

missing college students deep into the mountain. 

○A  finding    ○B  rescue    ○C  saving    ○D  transfer 

4、Sarah got lost a few times during her backpacking trip to Thailand and had to ask 

the local people for _____. 

○A  conditions   ○B  directions   ○C  functions   ○D  situations 

5、Many celebrities, especially the rich and famous, have to fight very hard for the 

_____ of their lives. 

○A  privacy   ○B  regency   ○C  celibacy   ○D  intimacy 

6、When the two car companies _____ with each other last year, they became the 

third largest car company in the world. 

○A  traded   ○B  merged   ○C  bargained   ○D  complied 

7、Kevin often gets good deals shopping in the night market because he is very good 

at _____ prices with store clerks and street vendors. 

○A  competing   ○B  exchanging   ○C  integrating   ○D  negotiating 

8、The teacher often _____ various group activities into her classes to promote 

cooperation and interaction among her students. 

○A  participates   ○B  accumulates   ○C  incorporates   ○D  compensates 

9、It has been a worldwide movement that governments in many countries are 

setting stricter copyright law to protect individual’s _____ property. 

○A  ingenious   ○B  innovative   ○C  intellectual   ○D  inventory 
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10、The city zoo has done a very good job protecting and breeding many _____ 

species from around the world. 

○A  abnormal   ○B  endangered   ○C  outdated   ○D  undercover 

11、The Taiwanese dialect has kept some ___ forms of the Chinese language. 

○A  primitive   ○B  articulate   ○C  obstinate   ○D  nauseous 

12、___ cannot both be a noun and a verb. 

○A  Measure   ○B  Preview   ○C  Strike   ○D  Reside 

13、It was said that the ship was ___ in North Korea, and no one was allowed to 

leave the ship. 

○A  contended   ○B  prevailed   ○C  detained   ○D  strained 

14、Sandy and James are good dancing performers – their steps are perfectly ___. 

○A  coordinated   ○B  elaborated   ○C  relocated   ○D  manipulated 

15、I don’t want to watch this film – ___! 

○A  I don’t mind it  ○B  I can’t stand it  ○C  I quit like it  ○D  I’m really into it 

16、What time does your alarm clock ___ in the morning? 

○A  get through   ○B  go up   ○C  go off   ○D  get out 

17、The suburbs are ___. 

○A  in the town center      ○B  outside the town center    

○C  an area with factories   ○D  an area with lots of shops and offices 

18、Mary has a ___ family; many of her family members are high-ranking officials 

in the government.  

○A  tactical   ○B  scholastic   ○C  prestigious   ○D  inexhaustible 

19、We cannot __ with our hands. 

○A  sign   ○B  mimic   ○C  save   ○D  stroll 

20、As time passes, all natural resources on earth will become ___. 

○A  scarce   ○B  ubiquitous   ○C  commonplace   ○D  vulnerable 

II. Cloze (20%) 

We crunch and chew our way through vast quantities of snacks and 

confectionaries and relieve our thirst with multicolored,  21   soft drinks, with and 

without calories, for two basic reasons. The first is simple: the food tastes good, and 
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we enjoy the sensation of eating it. Second, we associate these foods, often without 

being aware of it, with the  22   pleasurable experiences   23   in the 

advertisements used to promote their sale. Current television advertisements 

demonstrate this point: people turn from grumpiness to euphoria after crunching a corn 

chip. Others water ski into the sunset with their loved ones while drinking a popular 

soft drink. People entertain on the patio with friends, cook over campfires without 

mosquitoes, or go to carnivals with granddad munching away at the latest candy or 

snack food. The people portrayed in these scenarios are all healthy, vigorous, and good 

looking. One wonders how popular the food they convince us   24   would be   25   

they would crunch or drink way while complaining about low back pain or clogged 

sinuses.  

21、○A  flavor   ○B  flavored   ○C  flavoring   ○D  is flavored 

22、○A  highly   ○B  high     ○C  height   /  ○D  heighten 

23、○A  depict   ○B  depicting // ○C  depicted ///○D  is depicted 

24、○A  eating   ○B  eat    / ○C  eaten    //○D  to eat 

25、○A  if     ○B  whether  / ○C  that     ///○D  so 

The earthquake shook down in San Francisco hundreds of thousands of dollars’ 

worth of walls and chimneys. The conflagration that followed   26   hundreds of 

millions of dollars’ worth of property.  27   no estimating within hundreds of 

millions the actual damage wrought. Not in history   28   a modern imperial city 

been so completely destroyed. San Francisco is gone! Nothing remains of it  29   

memories and a fringe of dwelling houses on its outskirts. Its industrial section is 

wiped out. Its social and residential section is wiped out. The factories and warehouses, 

the great stores and newspaper buildings, the hotels and the palaces of nabobs, are all 

gone.  30   only the fringe of dwelling houses on the outskirts of what was once San 

Francisco.  

26、 ○A  burn up    ○B  burning up   ○C  burned up   ○D  was burned up 

27、 ○A  It is       ○B  It was       ○C  There has   ○D  There is 

28、 ○A  did      / ○B  does        ○C  was        ○D  has 

29、 ○A  but      / ○B  and         ○C  so         ○D  then 

30、 ○A  Remaining/ ○B  Remains   / ○C  Remained   ○D  Remain 

III. Reading Comprehension (30%) 

Food waste is a major problem around the globe—an estimated 1.3 billion tons of 

food, or about one-third of global production, is lost or wasted each year. In a world 
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where nearly 1 in 7 people goes to bed hungry, that waste is criminal. In developing 

nations, much of that food loss actually occurs in the field or on the way to market, 

thanks to poor farming practices and lack of transportation. But in rich nations like the 

U.S., most of the waste is due to consumers simply not clearing their plates—about 

220 lbs. is wasted by each person at the consumption stage. 

One way to avoid food waste—would be simply to prepare smaller meals, even at 

Thanksgiving. For this coming holiday there are a few tips on how to avoid food waste 

at the holiday season. First, when you prepare the meal, be realistic about how much 

food you’ll actually need to serve your guests and create a list before you go shopping. 

Hosts tend to overestimate the food their guests need, so don’t be afraid to be a little 

stingy. Besides, making a shopping list can help to cut down on the risk of impulse 

buys that will empty your wallet and swell your table. Second, when serving the food, 

use smaller utensils and smaller plates, and encourage self-serving. Smaller utensils 

and plates can encourage smaller portions and thus reducing waste. Guest can take 

second or third servings, but the very act of having two reach for more food could be a 

discouragement. And let guests chose what they want for themselves can certainly 

reduce waste since they know their own tastes best. Then after the gathering, store 

your leftovers safely to keep them tasty for the future. Or you can try to create new 

meals from those leftovers. Last but not least, if you’re giving food as a gift, steer clear 

of highly perishable items and try to pick foods that you know the recipient will 

actually enjoy. In other words, skip the fruitcake! 

31、What is this article mainly about? 

○A  The secrets and tips of being a generous host. 

○B  The importance and approaches of avoiding food waste. 

○C  The reasons and significance of celebrating Thanksgiving. 

○D  The problems and difficulties of food waste in developing countries. 

32、According to the article, what is the major reason for food waste in rich 

countries? 

○A  Most women are on diet to lose weight. 

○B  The food is rotten on the way to the markets. 

○C  Many people do not eat up the food in their plates. 

○D  Their people do not eat dinner but go to bed hungry. 
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33、According to the article, which of the followings is NOT a good way to avoid 

food waste? 

○A  To invite a small group of guests only. 

○B  To list the food you need before you go shopping. 

○C  To carefully store the leftovers and eat them later. 

○D  To encourage your guests to choose the food they like. 

34、What is the last sentence of this article most likely to mean? 

○A  Homemade fruitcake is the best for it is freshly made on the date of 

Thanksgiving. 

○B  Fruitcake might not be welcome when it is given to your guests as a gift. 

○C  Fruitcake is usually served as the last course at the Thanksgiving Party. 

○D  It is a tradition to eat fruitcake at the Thanksgiving dinner. 

35、What can we infer from this article? 

○A  Stealing food is a crime in most of the countries. 

○B  Poor countries cannot afford to buy enough food. 

○C  Thanksgiving is celebrated for the harvest. 

○D  Food shortage is a serious global problem. 

Tea and coffee are two of the most widely consumed beverages, so they are often 

the subject of much comparison. Which is better? Here is some objective analysis. 

First of all, concerning health benefits, green tea is one of the healthiest beverages you 

can drink. The potent antioxidants in green tea neutralize free radicals, protecting your 

body from their harmful effects. For people who drink it regularly, green tea may help 

prevent cancer, atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes and more. Coffee has its 

own potent antioxidants and its own demonstrated health benefits as well. Some 

studies have found that coffee actually contains more antioxidants than green tea; 

besides, coffee has been shown to reduce the risk of diabetes, Parkinson's, colon 

cancer, asthma and depression. Secondly, both coffee and green tea contain caffeine 

though the latter in smaller amounts. Too much caffeine can make you nervous and 

jittery. Overuse of coffee can cancel out many of its health benefits, causing irritability, 

anxiety and interrupting your sleep. Green tea, on the other hand, allows you to 

experience the benefits of caffeine, including the energy boost, without the jitters. 

Finally, both coffee and tea can bring you the gourmet experiences. When it comes to 
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offering a gourmet experience, both beverages can deliver if they are good quality. 

Rich, fragrant coffee actually has an aromatherapeutic effect. Researchers have found 

that simply smelling it reduces stress. But good green tea has an enticing fragrance all 

its own, too. Both beverages have their own particular brewing rituals that enhance the 

gourmet experience. In the US, it may be easier to find gourmet coffee than it is to find 

gourmet tea. Several popular gourmet coffee shops ply their coffee beans in local 

grocery stores around the country, but if you go to a grocery store looking for green 

tea, all you are going to find is teabags. Bagged green tea is like gas station coffee - it 

will do in a pinch, but if you have “gourmet” tastes you probably won't enjoy it. So, if 

you are a gourmet coffee drinker who would like to start drinking green tea as a 

healthy addition to your diet, take the time to find some good loose leaf green tea first. 

36、What is the article mainly about? 

○A  To introduce the procedure of making good coffee and tea. 

○B  To make objective comparisons between coffee and tea. 

○C  To discuss the pros and cons of drinking coffee and tea. 

○D  To provide suggestions for selecting coffee and tea. 

37、According to the article, the risk of which of the following diseases can NOT be 

reduced by drinking coffee? 

○A  Asthma. 

○B  Diabetes. 

○C  Parkinson’s disease. 

○D  Rheumatoid arthritis. 

38、According to the article, which of the following statements about green tea is 

NOT correct? 

○A  It is a pity green tea is not as fragrant as coffee. 

○B  Green tea can protect our body against free radicals. 

○C  Both green tea and coffee contain antioxidants that can prevent cancer. 

○D  The caffeine in green tea can boost our energy without interrupting our  

sleep. 

39、Where are you are most likely to find this article? 

○A  Bank statement. 

○B  Museum brochure. 

○C  Restaurant guide. 

○D  Technical report. 
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40、According to the article, which of the following statements is correct? 

○A  Coffee can help to prevent more diseases than green tea does. 

○B  Good loose leaf green tea is more expensive than gourmet coffee. 

○C  To smell coffee can help to reduce our stress as well as to drink it. 

○D  Regularly drinking coffee and green tea can help to cure some diseases. 

IV. Composition（30%）  

Instructions: Based on your own learning experience, write an essay to explain what a 

good English teacher may be like. This essay should have at least three paragraphs.  

 


